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Our Learning Cycles

UPCOMING EVENTS
10th June - Pasta Day Fundraiser

We are halfway through Term 2 and our students have

13th June - Queen’s Birthday

completed 3 cycles of learning. Each cycle consists of a 5-week

17th June - Hockey Carnival

plan designed using the Australian Curriculum, student data and

29th June - Excursion with Mrs Griffin

evidence-based

interests,

1st July - Hot Dog Fundraiser

motivations and learning goals are also considered in this

6th July - Governing Council

teaching

strategies.

Student

design to ensure every student feels connected to each cycle of
learning.
It has been a delight seeing each student engage, feel

challenged

and

progress

in

their

understanding

of

CONTACT DETAILS

the

curriculum and development of skills. I look forward to students
transferring their skills to new experiences.
Congratulations to Miss Thursby for receiving the Whyalla
Partnership Education Prize for her university studies in Whyalla.
You are an asset to our team at Fisk Street!
Amber Cabban
Senior Leader

0407 619 351
0400 839 179

Patterns All Around

Chelsea – Room 11

Peta Milne—Numeracy Coordinator

This week our students across the school have started
learning about patterns.
Children's ability to spot mathematical patterns can predict

later mathematical achievement, more than other abilities
such as counting. Patterns are things that repeat in a logical
way. You can find them in music, art, nature, maths, and
even sports. From clapping to colouring, patterns are
everywhere! Many kids love to search for patterns in the
world around them. Here are a few ways you can help your

— Room 6

child learn to see even more patterns in everyday life:


Stack, sort and count blocks. Create a growing pattern

by adding the same amount of blocks each time.


At the park, lay out a rock, a pine cone, and a twig, and
ask your child to continue the pattern.



Use stamps or stickers and get students to copy the
pattern.



Take a walk outside and notice the patterns in nature,
such as the number of petals on a flower or the brick
patterns on the walls. Take photos or draw pictures of the

patterns you see.


Research different styles of art and create a design using
different patterns.

You can even teach a child about patterns with nothing at
all. For example, try using sounds or motions, such as clap,
pat, slap, clap, pat, slap.

Clarissa—Room 11

Marley and Amira creating
their designs.

Learning in Room 6
In our Integrated Studies lessons we have been learning about
the design process to make push-and-pull toys. We have
begun by drawing our designs with labels. Once we were
happy with our designs, we made our toys using lots of
different materials.
After this, we reflected on our toys to determine if they

matched the designs, or if they looked nothing like them and
we needed to begin again. We have undertaken this process
several times—this means we are getting really good at the
design process! We are very proud of our toys and can’t wait
to take them home to play with them.

Dominic, Eli, Obie and Kai with their finished designs.

FISK AWARDS—Doing Your Best
Room 6
The Doing Your Best award this week for Room 6 is
going to Resharna Austin who is always putting her
best effort into any learning task that we do.

Room 7
The Doing Your Best award this week for Room 7 is
going to Willow Paris for always trying her best in all
lessons. She works hard to achieve her learning
goals and action.

Room 10
The Doing Your Best award this week for Room 10 is
going to Callum Thornton, who has been trying hard
during writing time to create a flowing paragraph in
a story.

Room 11
The Doing Your Best award this week for Room 11 is
going to Tyler Yendall-Hedley for always being an
honest member of our class and for taking
responsibility for his actions.

Physical Education
The Doing Your Best award this week for Physical
Education is going to Callum Thornton for
being willing to try his best at new skills in PE.

LEARN TOGETHER

ACHIEVE TOGETHER

CELEBRATE TOGETHER

